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Controlled Slaves 
 
People are beginning to understand that most of us are controlled slaves. Our goal 

is to change that. If you haven't been taught already, you will come to understand 
that government corporations, and other 'legal persons '(FICTIONS) can only deal 

with other fictional 'legal persons' and NOT the real, living breathing' state civilian 
who lives among the several states in common law. To the government, this 
'individual' who is 'YOUR ALL CAPS NAME' is effectively dead and doesn't exist. Only 

the corporate fiction which is represented by 'YOUR ALL CAPS NAME' is alive and 
well, in their eyes. 

 
This 'legal person' (NAME) is thus regulated, controlled and dominated by the 

corporate bylaws (legislative code), which otherwise wouldn't apply to 'first-middle: 
last as the individual. Don't worry, if you don't understand this yet, you will. The 
truth will set you free! 

 
To take another tact, and putting the aforementioned aside, we can start a whole 

new life on the 'other side of the fence'. We call this' creating a parallel existence'. 
You can maintain your current status if you feel a need to do so. By creating a 
parallel existence on 'the other side 'you'll be able to spread your wings and fly! 

Informant (your mother) autographs as indictment (witness document at hospital 
when you were born with footprint) that you have no paternal holder of your 

Estate. Registrar (Probate Judge) signs your Estate into Probate and you become a 
"Ward of the State" http://articleatlas.com/birth-certificate-Title-created-by-
state.html 

 
Your Mother, a woman, a living soul, created by God, of flesh and blood, very much 

alive; went into the "foundling" (a safe place to abandon a child) hospital believing 
she would get care but instead was falsely declared indigent, a pauper. Important: 
See Full Report Here 

 
There are 3 key reasons why the secret political faction (cabal) masquerading as 

government can lawfully maintain their control. Explained in plain English here: 
http://articleatlas.com/our-true-relationship-to-government.html 
 

Who is the beneficiary of the original STRAWMAN trust? The beneficiary 
changes each time a new trust is created. You are the original beneficiary though, If 

you choose to use your beneficial interest. If you choose not to use it, the citizens 
of the state that created it are the beneficiaries. This is part of the Highest and Best 
Use principle. If the property is not being put to its highest and best use, it can be 

“borrowed” for a time and put to better use. You have not been using it. You have 
not filed any claims against it, so why should it just sit there not being used? This 

first trust was created for your benefit, it you choose to use it. Remember, the 
reason the first party (creator) creates a trust, is for the second party (trustee) to 
manage the trust corpus for the benefit of a third party (beneficiary). 

http://articleatlas.com/mother-original-STRAWMAN-trust.html 

http://articleatlas.com/birth-certificate-Title-created-by-state.html
http://articleatlas.com/birth-certificate-Title-created-by-state.html
http://articleatlas.com/story-of-the-fraud-of-the-cestui-que-vie-act.html
http://articleatlas.com/our-true-relationship-to-government.html
http://articleatlas.com/mother-original-STRAWMAN-trust.html
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There are 3 key reasons why the secret political faction (cabal) masquerading as 
government can lawfully maintain their control. Explained in plain English here: 

http://articleatlas.com/our-true-relationship-to-government.html 
 

Important NOTICE: "At 18 you can claim the Legal TITLE over your Estate (all 
property) by becoming Beneficiary of the Foreign Situs Trust (NAME)."  "How do 
you do that?" you ask. By Moving TITLES in Trusts; Functioning As Commerce. 

See: Information on how the Cestui Que trust was formed and the trust has gone 
dead and they are construing the trust and operating the trust without you. With 

this material provided here you can straighten this out as beneficial owner with 
ultimate "Controlling" interest. Contact Kenneth 401-556-7505 10AM - 6PM EST  
See: http://articleatlas.com/learn-to-express-the-trust.html 

See Also: http://articlenewsworld.info/courts-names-and-cqvie-trust.htm 
See Also: https://educationcenter2000.com/child-recovery-and-criminalmp3.html 

See Also: War Castles - Military Insider :Robert-Leroy: Horton THE ONE WHO 
SAVED THE WORLD - THE WORLD IS ABOUT TO CHANGE  
See Also: Government Agents Immune From Prosecution  

http://articleatlas.com/Government-Agents-Immune-From-Prosecution.html 
 

See Also: Excerpts from: U.S. Criminal Injustice System: Crooked Judges, Corrupt 
Lawyers and Criminal Corporation. 

 
In exchange for controlling things for the benefit of the big corporations, U.S. 
judges and lawyers are allowed to act like perverts with regard to the average 

person. They can lie, rob, cheat, steal, kill and destroy any mere average person or 
U.S. citizen — that is what the judges and lawyers get, as their “reward” for 

running things for the benefit of the really rich people who are big shareholders in 
the big corporations. 
 

You may not believe this yet, but the fact is that the U.S. judges operate like 
criminal gangs. They get together and pick a target, and they can decide to destroy 

that target if they feel it is a threat, either to themselves or to their paymasters at 
the big corporations. 
 

America’s FBI and Department of Justice collect files on judicial corruption like they 
collect files on everything else, but they hold back from acting, even in cases where 

they have clear enough evidence to bring an indictment in minutes. The law 
enforcement agencies in America blow with the political winds, and in the absence 
of media attention, they will cover up for judges, whose help they require when 

they need to win convictions on flimsy evidence. The judges who take bribes are 
gladly eager to help law enforcement railroad and convict innocent people. The 

mutual back-scratching of cops and judges is routine. 
 
Secrecy, gag orders, and the court files you will never see America is increasingly a 

closed society, with much of its legal activity carried on in secret. And I’m not only 
talking about the secret detention of so many hundreds of detainees at overseas 

locations. Even in America’s domestic legal system, much of the important legal 
activity is secret and hidden. 

http://articleatlas.com/our-true-relationship-to-government.html
http://articleatlas.com/learn-to-express-the-trust.html
http://articlenewsworld.info/courts-names-and-cqvie-trust.htm
https://educationcenter2000.com/child-recovery-and-criminalmp3.html
https://russell-jay-gould.blogspot.com/2020/06/seargant-robert-leroy-horton-warcastles.html
https://russell-jay-gould.blogspot.com/2020/06/seargant-robert-leroy-horton-warcastles.html
http://articleatlas.com/Government-Agents-Immune-From-Prosecution.html
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Furthermore from unknown author:  

Obstruction of Justice is a criminal complaint pursuant to the omnibus clause, or 
"catch-all provision" of 18 U.S.C. § 1503, which provides:  

Whoever …corruptly or by threats or force, or by any threatening letter or 
communication, influences, obstructs, or impedes, or endeavors to influence, 
obstruct, or impede, the due administration of justice, shall be (guilty of an 

offence). 
 

Corrupt judges do many things to influence, obstruct, or impede the due 
administration of justice.   
 

They obstruct justice by using various techniques to render decisions and issue 
orders that deny justice.  They do this to favor certain parties and law firms.  They 

may do it for money or other considerations, or they may do it simply because they 
favor certain attorneys and political allies.  For our purposes now, why they do it is 
not as important as the fact that they do obstruct justice. 

They Deny Constitutional Rights 
 

The Constitution is meaningless to corrupt judges. They simply violate 
Constitutional rights with no regard for the people they damage.  All of the judges 

that I have encountered have violated my Constitutional rights. I have been raped 
of my rights to due process.  I have been denied the right to call witnesses, to 
testify under oath, to cross-examine witnesses, to introduce evidence, to file 

answers to motions filed by the favored party, to file lawsuits, to contact witnesses, 
and much more. 

 
They Violate and Ignore the Rules of Civil Procedure  
 

By violating and ignoring the Rules of Civil Procedure and the Rules of Evidence, 
judges commit obstruction of justice.  They allow the favored party to break rules 

and get away with it.  For example, in my cases, the opposing parties have not filed 
a single affidavit as to facts for the last three years.  The Local Rules of Civil 
Procedure require that all alleged statements of fact in motions and other filings 

must be supported by affidavit.  This has not been done by the opposing parties 
since 2008, but every motion that I file has an affidavit or a sworn verification.  

Other rules are ignored as well so the favored parties can get away with just about 
anything. 
 

They Order Monetary Sanctions against Parties they want to Damage 
The criminal judges inflict damage on parties who aren’t favored by ordering 

monetary sanctions against them.  They inflict financial punishment to break 
people. 
 

They Refuse to Disqualify Themselves. 
The Constitution and case law clearly provide that we are supposed to be entitled to 

a fair and impartial judge, but the corrupt judges simply ignore the law.  They 
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refuse to disqualify themselves so they can inflict damage on parties who aren’t 
favored. 

 
They create illegal securities see:  

https://freedomriver.wordpress.com/securitisation-is-illegal/ 
The courts avoid taxes on profits gained from securitizing court cases. 
You can report the court for tax evasion, also called tax fraud, which is the illegal 

act of a taxpayer attempting to reduce a tax obligation by purposefully reporting 
false information.  by filing a 3949-A    see: form 3949-A 

 

https://freedomriver.wordpress.com/securitisation-is-illegal/
https://www.taxformfinder.org/federal/form-3949-a

